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Abstract. Numerous studies have investigated driving equations used to predict the
slip factor in centrifugal compressors so far. Inevitably, through these studies, the ow
eld characteristics have been simpli ed and the e ects of the related parameters have
been neglected. The present study, experimentally and numerically, investigates the slip
phenomenon in a speci c centrifugal compressor with complex blade curves and splitter
blades, considering the main e ective parameters such as the number of blades, exit angle,
etc. To this end, a three-dimensional simulation of the viscous ow eld of the compressor
via an appropriate turbulence method was performed. In addition, an experimental study
was carried out at certain rotational speeds and mass ow rates of the slip factor. The e ects
of the main parameters such as rotational speed, mass ow rate, blade number, blade exit
angle, di user design, and tip clearance on the slip phenomenon were studied. Furthermore,
di erent performance parameters such as pressure ratio and isentropic eciency with slip
factor were investigated. As observed, the slip factor increased upon an increase in both
rotational speed and ow rate. Moreover, changing the blade number from 6 to 9 at a
constant rotational speed and a mass ow rate increased the slip factor up to 27%.
©
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1. Introduction
Slip factor is a signi cant performance parameter for
centrifugal compressors. It determines the capability of
a machine to transfer energy to the uid ow [1]. The
pressure ratio of centrifugal compressors is a function
of eciency and slip factor [2]. Therefore, obtaining
accurate information about the slip phenomenon is
essential for an ecient design. Di erent elements
of the centrifugal compressor are usually individually
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designed and the slip factor is a measure of matching
these components [3,4]. The uid entering the impeller
is considered irrotational. In a rotating frame of
reference, a relative eddy rotating around the opposite
direction of the impeller is required to maintain an
irrotational ow in the absolute frame. The blades do
not direct the ow correctly due to the presence of this
relative eddy and this is the basis of the slip [5].
Many e orts have been made to develop a simple
equation to predict the slip factor. However, there are
only a few published papers in the literature that have
considered the e ects of design parameters on the slip
factor of centrifugal compressors. Previous researchers
have managed to derive a simple equation to predict
the slip factor based on experimental data. Stodola
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suggested Eq. (1) for slip factor () in centrifugal
impellers as a function of blade exit angle ( 2 ) and
the number of blades (Z ) [6]:


 sin( 2 )
=1
60 < 2 < 70:
(1)
Z
The slip factor in this relation is de ned in the
following:
C0
'2
;
(2)
 = u2 +
u2 tan( 2 )
where Cu0 2 , u2 , and '2 are the tangential component
of ow velocity, blade speed, and ow factor at the
impeller exit, respectively.
Busemann (1928) revised some of previous equations and analytically solved a two-dimensional inviscid
ow eld around the impeller [4]. He developed a set of
curves to predict the slip factor as a function of several
parameters such as the number of blades, exit angle of
blades, and radius ratio.
Wislicenus (1947) showed that the accuracy of
equations depended on the working condition of the
compressor [7]. Studies on several radial impellers [8]
led Stanitz to one of the most popular equations for
the slip factor in 1952 [9]:
0:63
=1
:
(3)
Z
At exit angles lower than 30 degrees with the number
of blades larger than 8, the results of the slip factor
obtained using Eqs. (1) and (3) were close to Busemann
curves.
Wiesner (1967) developed an equation for the slip
factor, as shown in the following [4]:
p

cos( )
:
(4)
Z 0:7
Simple equations were developed for the slip factor
in centrifugal compressors by including more parameters and evaluating the accuracy of these equations
with experimental data [3,10]. Such studies have
only focused on the slip factor rather than the slip
phenomenon. Researchers have also simpli ed the ow
eld by assuming simple blade curves or neglecting the
e ects of other design parameters [3].
Whit eld and Baines (1990) showed that the
available equations for slip factor were not applicable
to an optimum design since they did not include
enough parameters [2]. Then, Whit eld presented an
analytical method based on the jet/wake model [11].
Von Backstrorm (2006) developed an equation for the
slip factor of a simple impeller as follows [12]:
1
;

(5)
=1
RR)Z
1 + 2 + 3 cos( ) (12 cos(
)
=1

where \RR" is the impeller inner-to-outer radius ratio.

He expanded this analytical work by involving parameters such as radius ratio and blade shape and solidity in
the prediction of the slip factor [13]. The major drawback of these analytical works is that they are limited
to speci c simple geometries and simpli cations [14].
A majority of recent studies on the slip phenomenon in centrifugal impellers have investigated
pumps [15,16] and considered some parameters such as
ow rate, rotational speed, impeller exit angle, radius
ratio, and blade geometry to evaluate the slip factor [17,18]. Ghaderi et al. (2015) used a neural network
method to predict the slip factor obtained from a set of
experimental data. This method accounts for the nonlinearity of the relationship between parameters and
the slip factor [19].
Hung and Lou (2013) considered the e ects of design parameters on the slip phenomenon in a centrifugal
compressor [16] and concluded that more detailed
studies on the slip phenomenon were required since
many questions have been left unanswered.
Moreover, the design of all elements of a centrifugal compressor and their interactions a ects the
ow slip [20,21]. However, to the best of the author's
knowledge, no published work has been found in the
literature including all these details. In this study, the
slip factor in a centrifugal compressor was investigated
by considering the splitter blades in the impeller and
variable exit angles of the blade from hub to shroud.

2. De nitions and formulation
2.1. De nition of parameters

Experimental results showed that the ow angle at
the impeller exit ( 2 ) was always smaller than the
exit angle of the blades ( 20 ). In other words, the
ow does not completely follow the impeller curvature,
which leads to a change in the tangential component
of velocity at the impeller exit (Cu2 ). Figure 1 shows

Figure 1. Velocity triangles at the exit of the impeller
with and without slip.
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the velocity triangles at the impeller exit. The slip
factor () is de ned as follows [22]:
C
(6)
 = u0 2 :
Cu 2
In this equation, the ow eld is assumed two dimensional. In a real and three-dimensional ow condition,
the slip factor varies from point to point; thus, it should
be used as an average equation while reporting a single
value, as shown in the following:
R
dm_
:
(7)
 = R
dm_
The present study de nes the mass parameter, isentropic eciency, and pressure ratio as follows:
p
Tt;i
;
(8)
MP = m_
pt;i

PR =


=

Pt;o
;
Pt;i


Pt;o
Pt;i
Tt;o
Tt;i

(9)
1

1

1

(10)

:

2.2. Speci cations of the compressor

The compressor used in this research is a model
4082 turbocharger compressor manufactured by Garret
company. This compressor is installed in the testbed of
turbocharger laboratory at Sharif University of Technology. The compressor geometry and performance
speci cations are given in Table 1.

3. Experimental method
In this research, experimental investigations were carried out to understand the slip phenomenon better and
evaluate the accuracy of numerical simulations. To this
end, the setup and facilities of the Turbocharger Lab
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Table 1. Geometry and speci cations of the compressor
in BEP (Best Eciency Point).

Parameter

Number of blades
(including splitter blades)
Blade angle, inlet
Blade angle, exit
Eye tip diameter
Eye root diameter
Overall diameter of the impeller
Axial width of vaneless di user
Rotational speed
Mass ow
Pressure ratio
Isentropic eciency
Axial width of rotor outlet

Value & unit
12
60 degree
30{45 degree
56 mm
22 mm
82 mm
5.5 mm
92000 rpm
0.287 kg/s
2.17
0.85
41 mm

at Sharif University of Technology were employed. A
schematic of this setup is shown in Figure 2. The compressor used for these experiments is a turbocharger
one. In the testbed, compressed air was used to derive
the turbine and compressor at the same rotational
speed. It is possible to do tests at di erent working
points of the compressor in steady-state conditions
and measure physical quantities, namely static and
total pressures, temperatures, mass ow rates, and
rotational speed, at di erent stations. Therefore,
the compressor characteristic curves and ow eld
speci cations can be obtained, as shown in [23{25].
Five screw compressors were used to produce
pressurized air at around 7 bar, stored in reservoirs,
which would run the turbine after passing through
lters and valves. The compressor was driven by
this turbine and it controlled the rotational speed of
the turbocharger. It also absorbed the air from the

Figure 2. Schematic of turbocharger laboratory.
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ambiance through a bell mouth, used for measuring the
mass ow rate. The compressor tests were performed at
several speeds of 40{92 krpm with at least 5 operating
points at each rotational speed and they were uniformly
spaced over a range of ow rates. Every test was
repeated several times to ensure repeatability. The
mass ow rates of both compressor and turbine were
controlled with several electro-pneumatic valves. Total
pressures were sampled with pitot tubes and measured
with pressure transducers at the inlet and outlet of the
compressor. Total temperatures were measured by J
type thermocouples. A ber optic sensor was used to
measure the rotational speed of the turbocharger shaft.
The required data were automatically obtained using a
data acquisition system, saved on a PC, and processed
using suitable software packages.
Due to the errors in every experiment, identi cation and estimation of them are essential to specify
the reliability of the results. Standards such as PTC
10 or PTC 19.1 describe correct methods for preparing
the laboratory, instrumentations, and thermodynamic
calculations [26,27]. In addition, PTC 19.2 and PTC
19.3 introduce pressure and temperature measurement
in detail [28,29]. The main sources of uncertainty
in this study are categorized into 5 groups: location,
installation, calibration, device, and acquisition [30].
By combining the e ects of these errors, the total uncertainty in the desired parameters was calculated [31].

4. Simulation procedure

to several advantages that it had in ow simulation
of the centrifugal compressor convergence. Here, the
SIMPLEC algorithm was utilized [32]. The Shear
Stress Transport (SST) turbulence method was also
used, bene ting from good accuracy of the k !
method and k ! method near the walls and outside
the boundary layer, respectively [33,34].
Boundary conditions of this simulation are total
pressure and total temperature at the inlet of the
compressor and mass ow at its outlet, as shown in
Figure 4. Turbulence intensity for the inlet ow is
assumed to be 5% [32]. Due to the steady state condition in this study, the frozen rotor method was utilized
to facilitate the ow passage among the rotating and
stationary parts of the compressor. This method enjoys
a critical advantage, i.e., keeping the details of the ow.
Structured grids were taken into consideration
in the inlet region and impeller. O-type and H-type
grids were used for the leading and trailing edges of
the blades, respectively. The grids in the volute were
unstructured because of their complicated geometry,
and those in the boundary layer were used for achieving
higher accuracy close to the walls of the volute, as
shown in Figure 5.
The present study investigated how the numerical
solution was independent of the grid sizes. The
appropriate number of elements was found to be approximately 3 million. The total number of grid cells
was 600000 for each passage of the impeller, 130000 for
the di user, and 2.2 million for volute.

A steady-state 3D viscous commercial solver was employed for ow eld simulations. Flow domain was
divided into four segments including inlet, impeller,
di user, and volute. For each segment, grids were
generated according to their particular geometry. For
example, there are blades in the impeller domain and
they are moving elements; thus, a dynamic grid is
generated based on the blade geometry, as presented
in Figure 3.
The segregated method was used for the discretization of momentum and energy equations due

Figure 4. The computational domain.

Figure 3. Details of grid in the impeller.

Figure 5. Details of grid in the volute.
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4.1. Veri cation of simulation results

A brief summary of streamlines in the computational
domain can be seen in Figure 6. To verify the simulation results, they were compared with the experimental
data in terms of pressure ratio and isentropic eciency,
as shown in Figures 7 and 8 at 70 krpm. According
to the calculations, the uncertainties at Best Eciency
Point (BEP) for eciency and pressure ratio were 1.8%
and 2.0%, respectively. The overall trends of curves
were the same. The maximum di erences between the
simulation and experimental results were 2.6% in the
isentropic eciency and 1.2% in the pressure ratio.
The accuracy of the computed slip factors was
evaluated using the experimental data, as described
in [24].
In the experimental tests, the total and static
pressures were measured at the impeller outlet through
which the Mach number and velocity could be calculated as follows:


Pt
= 1+
Ps

2

1

M2



1

:

Figure 7. Comparison between computed and

experimental isentropic eciencies for di erent mass
parameters (total to total, at 90 krpm).

(11)

The radial component of velocity can be calculated in
any section of the compressor from the mass ow rate
and cross-section area:
m_ = ACr :

(12)

Through the ow velocity and radial velocity, the circumferential component is calculated in the following:
C2 =

p

Cr2 + Cu2 :

(13)

Also, the slip factor can be obtained as follows:
Cu = Cuideal :

(14)

Since the ow eld is three dimensional, a weight
average function is used to de ne the average of
parameters for the required surface. As shown in the
following equation, this average is calculated based on
the mass ow rate:

Figure 8. Comparison between computed and

experimental pressure ratios at 70 krpm for di erent mass
parameters.

Figure 6. Streamlines in inlet, impeller and di user (left) and volute (right) of the simulated compressor.
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Figure 9. The surface of slip investigations.
R

P

'dm_ Discritization! 'm_
P
' =
:
(15)
m_
dm_
This equation is used for the outlet of the compressor
to determine total temperature and total pressure
and for the exit surface of the impeller to determine
circumferential and radial components of velocity. The
exit surface of the impeller is shown in Figure 9.
After measuring the total temperature and total
pressure at the outlet of the compressor, the eciency
and pressure ratios can be calculated using Eqs. (9)
and (10), respectively. Moreover, by determining the
circumferential and radial components of velocity at
the exit surface of the impeller and using the rotational
speed of compressor and radius of the exit surface, the
slip factor and ow angle were respectively calculated:
C
 = u;
(16)
r!
and:
C
 = tan 1 u :
(17)
Cr
According to Figure 10, the trends of the simulation
results and experimental data are the same and the
maximum di erence is 3.4% at 60 krpm. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the obtained accuracy of the
simulation while predicting the ow eld and slip factor
was acceptable.
R

4.2. Evaluation of the slip factor equations

Two problems may arise while using the slip factor
equations discussed in the Introduction. Firstly, most
of these equations were derived for impellers without
splitter blades, which is not the case in this study.
Secondly, the exit angle of blades in these equations is
generally regarded as a constant, while in the present
study, the exit angle changes from hub to shroud.
Figure 11 shows a comparison between the slip factors
calculated using these equations and the experimental
data obtained in this study. As observed, only Stodola
and Stanitz equations yielded acceptable results, with
di erences of 3% and 5%, respectively, near BEP of the
compressor. Far from BEP, all equations would yield
quite di erent results.

Figure 10. Comparison between computed and
experimental slip factors at 50 and 60 krpm.

Figure 11. Comparing the slip factors obtained by the

equations proposed in the literature with experimental
data (red line speci es Best Eciency Point (BEP) mass
ow rate).

5. Slip factor and design parameters
In this section, the e ects of some design parameters
on the slip factor of the centrifugal compressor are
investigated. At every step of this study, the slip
factor and ow angle are separately determined. These
parameters are calculated on the exit surface of the
impeller, as presented in Figure 9.

5.1. E ects of rotational speed and mass ow
rate

Although the e ects of rotational speeds and mass ow
rates on the slip factor have been studied before [11],
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Figure 12. The slip factor variation versus mass ow at
three rotational speeds.

these studies have not taken into account the pro les of
splitter or complex blades. To this end, three rotational
speeds in a wide range of mass ow rates are considered
in this section. The slip factor and ow angle are
calculated at the exit of the impeller for all conditions.
Figure 12 shows that increasing the rotational
speed mass parameter would consequently increase the
slip factor. This trend was already expected due to the
e ect of di usion on the exit jet of the impeller [11].
Besides, increasing the mass ow rate led to a higher
overall di usion factor in the impeller and reduced the
wake region. Therefore, the exit jet of the impeller lls
a higher percentage of the exit area, thus increasing the
slip factor. The exit angle of the impeller (from radial
direction) was 30.4 degrees at the hub and 43.9 degrees
at the shroud. The ow angle of the simulation results
was calculated using tangential and radial components
of the relative velocity (from radial direction). As
shown in Figure 13, the e ects of the mass ow and
rotational speed on the ow angle were investigated.
Flow angle curves at three simulated rotational
speeds reached their maximum amount when plotted
against the mass ow rate. Accordingly, at ow rates
lower than the maximum point, higher rotational
speeds had higher ow angles and at ow rates
higher than the maximum point, an inverse trend was
observed.

5.2. E ect of the number of impeller blades

According to the literature, incorporating the number
of blades in centrifugal compressors would increase the
slip factor because the ow was severely constrained to
the pro le of the blades [11]. However, no source has
ever demonstrated the e ect of the number of splitter
blades on the slip factor and the e ect of pro les of the
complex blade, as well.
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Figure 13. Variation in the ow angle with respect to the
ow rate at di erent rotational speeds.

Figure 14. Variation of the slip factor with the mass ow
rate for di erent blade numbers.

The compressor includes six blades and six splitter blades. In this investigation, the number of blades
varied from 5 to 9, keeping their pro les the same. The
e ect of the rotational speed was also investigated in
the previous sections; therefore, in the following, only
one rotational speed, i.e., 70 krpm, will be investigated.
Figure 14 shows that increasing the number of blades
leads to higher values for the slip factor for all mass
parameters. For example, the slope of the slip factor
curve of a nine-blade compressor is 1.75 times greater
than that of a ve-blade compressor.
In addition to the slip phenomenon, the performance characteristics of the compressor should be
considered. Figures 15 and 16 indicate the e ects
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Figure 15. Variation of isentropic eciency with the ow

Figure 17. Variation of slip factor with the mass ow

Figure 16. Variation of pressure ratio di erence with the

Figure 18. Variation of the blade exit angle from hub to

rate for di erent number of blades.

ow rate for di erent number of blades.

of the number of blades on the isentropic eciency
and pressure ratio, respectively. In other words, at
small values of mass ow rate, the larger number of
blades would increase the eciency; however, at higher
values, it led to a signi cant drop in eciency. This
occurs because increasing the number of blades leads
to greater blockage of the ow path and this blockage
becomes critical at higher ow rates because there is
not enough space for ow to pass the impeller. The
e ect of the number of blades on the pressure ratio is
similar to the eciency.
Another comparison was made with emphasis
on the e ect of replacing the splitter blades by the
main blades. Therefore, another design of the original
compressor was investigated. The compressor used in
this design has 12 main blades without any splitter.

rate in cases with and without splitters.

shroud in the base design.

Figure 17 shows that at 70 krpm, the slip factor
in the new impeller is lower than that in the original
one. This result corresponds to the ow eld in the
impeller and e ect of the starting point of the splitter
blades [35].

5.3. E ects of blade exit angle

To investigate the e ect of the exit angle of the blade,
the blade pro le was approximated by a spline function
with nite control points. By changing the last control
point, the exit angle varied, too; however, the overall
pro le remains the same. This procedure provides new
blades with a smooth shape.
In the present compressor, the impeller exit angle
is not constant and varies from 30 degrees at the hub
to 44 degrees at the shroud, as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 19. Variation of slip factor with the ow rate at
di erent hub exit angles.
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Figure 21. Variation of pressure ratio with the ow rate
at di erent hub exit angles (at 70 krpm).

Figure 20. Variation of ow deviation with the ow rate

Figure 22. Variation of slip factor with the ow rate at

Therefore, the study of the exit angle of the blade was
performed for two separate cases:

this parameter on the isentropic eciency. According
to Figure 21, higher exit angles of the blade at hub
lead to a greater decrease in the pressure ratio, which
is intensi ed at higher ow rates.
A similar study was carried out by considering the
exit angle of the blades at the shroud varying from 35
to 55 degrees. Figure 22 shows that higher exit angles
at the shroud increase the slip factor, showing similar
results to those obtained at the hub. The trend of
variation in the ow angle at the shroud is also similar
to that at the hub, as shown in Figure 23.
A brief review of the performance parameters of
the compressor shows that the exit angle variations
(hub and shroud) did not signi cantly change the
pressure ratio and isentropic eciency; however, at exit

at di erent exit angles at the hub.

1. Exit angle variations at hub;
2. Exit angle variations at shroud.
Figure 19 shows the computed slip factors as the
exit angle varies at the hub. In other words, the higher
the exit angle is, the higher the slip factor becomes. In
addition, a similar trend was observed in all cases.
Figure 20 shows the e ects of the variation in the
exit angle of the blade at the hub on ow deviations.
As observed, the higher the exit angles are, the lower
the ow deviations will be.
Simulation results showed the negligible e ect of

di erent shroud exit angles.
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Figure 23. Variation of ow deviation with the ow rate
at di erent shroud exit angles.

Figure 25. Variation of slip factor with the ow rate and
di user design.

Figure 24. The schematic of the ow passage of
compressor.

angles of the blade below the values of the original
design, an 8% drop in the pressure ratio was observed.
Furthermore, higher exit angles increased the slip
factor and decreased ow deviation, indicating that
centrifugal compressors performed di erently from the
pumps [15].

5.4. E ects of the di user design and
connector segment

To the best of our knowledge, there are not any
available sources or research in the open literature on
the e ects of di user design on the slip phenomenon,
and most of the investigations are limited to the
impeller section. In this research, two variations of
the compressor di user were investigated. In the rst
case, \D1", the di user width varied from 4.27 to
3.50 mm; in the second case, \D2", the shroud pro le

Figure 26. Variations in the ow angle with the ow
angle and di user design.

of the connector segment was modi ed, see Figure 24.
The original pro le of the connector segment at the
shroud includes two concavities and is constrained to
be tangent to the impeller outlet and di user inlet. The
second variation is a Spline curve that ts with one
concavity and is only constrained to be tangent to the
di user inlet.
Simulation results in Figure 25 show that these
variations change the slip factor slightly. In the rst
case, the trend of ow angle remained similar to the
initial design with its value decreasing. In the second
case, its trend changed slightly and the ow deviation
increased, see Figure 26. Therefore, it was found that
the design of the di user and the connector segment
a ected the slip phenomenon.
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5.5. E ects of tip clearance

In the open literature, the e ects of tip clearance on
the slip phenomenon remain unclear. The original
compressor tip clearance is 0.4 mm; besides, to investigate this parameter, two other values, 0.2 and 0.6 mm,
are simulated. It can be seen that the slip factor is
higher when tip clearance increases, and vice versa
(Figure 27). This is not expected because decrease
in the tip clearance usually improves the performance
parameters for centrifugal compressors [36,37].
Figure 28 shows that modifying the tip clearance
does not change the trend of the ow angle and the
average ow angle is inversely proportional to the value
of tip clearance.

Figure 27. Variation of slip factor with the ow rate for
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5.6. E ects of the lean angle

Lean angle is one of the most important geometric
parameters of a centrifugal impeller. E ect of the
parameters on its performance is noticeable in axial
machines [38,39]. The variation in the lean angle of
the compressor employed in this study is shown in
Figure 29. In this study, the lean angle varied; however,
the shape of the blade pro le did not vary to keep the
possibility of studying the lean angle. Four di erent
variations in the lean angle were investigated. In one
design, the lean angle of the main blades of the impeller
was investigated, while in another, it was studied in
both main and splitters.
For the compressor studied in this work, according
to Figure 30, a decrease in the lean angle leads to

di erent tip clearances.

Figure 29. Hub to shroud lean angle variations (normal

Figure 28. Variations in ow angle with the ow rate for

Figure 30. Variation of slip factor with the ow rate at

di erent tip clearances.

to mid-span).

di erent lean angles.
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lower slip factors, and vice versa, and also changing
the lean angle of the splitter blades (favorable to the
main blades) intensi es this e ect.

6. Conclusions
The main objective of the present study was to investigate the e ects of design parameters on the slip
phenomenon in centrifugal compressors. To this end,
one turbocharger compressor was selected on which
numerical and experimental studies were performed.
The slip factor, isentropic eciency, and pressure ratio
of the compressor were experimentally obtained. The
maximum di erences of the simulation results obtained
from the experimental data were 1.2, 2.6, and 3.4%,
thus con rming the accuracy of the simulation method.
The slip factor for the compressor with some of the
most accepted relations was also predicted and at the
Best Eciency Point (BEP) of the original compressor,
the equation developed by Stodola showed the highest
accuracy with 1.5% error; however, none of them was
precise enough for other working ranges.
Some of the design parameters of the centrifugal
compressor were studied and the results are summarized below:
1. Increasing the rotational speed and mass ow rate
of the compressor led to higher slip factors at 9%,
on average, for a 10 krpm increase in speed. At a
constant rotational speed, the ow angle at the exit
of the impeller reached the maximum point as the
mass ow rate changed;
2. Upon increasing the number of the blades of an
impeller, the slip factor increased by 10{14% per
each blade addition and the ow deviation at the
exit of the impeller was consequently reduced.
However, it caused a 0.5% decrease in the eciency
of the compressor in di erent mass ows;
3. Increasing the exit angle of the blades led to a
higher slip factor and lower ow deviation at the
exit of the impeller; however, it did not change the
trend of the slip factor. On average, a ten-degree
increase in this parameter led to 8% and a vedegree increase in the slip factor and a decrease in
low deviation, respectively;
4. It was shown that the width and pro le of di user
and connector segment between the impeller and
di user slightly in uenced the slip factor. Besides,
these parameters a ected the exit ow angle considerably;
5. Increasing the tip clearance of the compressor
impeller within a limited range of 0.2 mm had
a direct relationship with the slip factor. The
di erence between slip factors of the new and

original compressors remained almost constant at
the investigated mass ow interval;
6. Increasing the lean angle of impeller blades led to
5% higher values of the slip factor.
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Nomenclature
C
m_
P
T
u
Z

'

Velocity (m/s)
Mass ow rate (kg/s)
Pressure (Pa)
Temperature (K)
Blade speed (m/s)
Number of blades
Exit angle (degree)
Slip factor
Flow factor

Subscripts
2
i
t
o
u
r

Exit of impeller
Inlet
Stagnation
Outlet
Tangential component
Radial component

Abbreviations
BEP
CFD
MP
RR

Best Eciency Point
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Mass Parameter
Radius Ratio (impeller inner-to-outer
radius ratio)
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